STEVE
McQUEEN

Early Life
Terrence Steven McQueen was born on
March 24, 1930, in Beech Grove, Indiana.
His father, William, was a stunt pilot with a
barnstorming group. He left the family just
a few months after his son’s birth. Steve’s
mother, Julia Ann, was not suited to living
without a man or to raising a child. Young
Steve went to live with his grandparents and a great uncle
on a farm in Slater, Missouri.
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McQueen liked living on the farm. However, when he was
eight, his mother sent for him. She had remarried and was
living in Indianapolis. Trouble began
soon after Steve moved in. He did not
get along with his stepfather, who beat
him frequently. Within a year, Steve had
run away from home and was living on
the streets. After he was arrested for a handful of petty crimes,
his mother sent him back to the farm in Missouri. He stayed
there for the next three years.
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More Trouble
When McQueen was around 12 years old, his mother sent for
him again. She had married for the third time and was living
in Los Angeles, California. Again, trouble
began almost as soon as Steve arrived. His
new stepfather was worse than the first
one, and Steve was a rebellious boy. He
started running with local gangs. Eventually, he was arrested
for stealing hubcaps and sent to the California Junior Boys
Republic, a reform school in Chino, California.
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At first, McQueen did not adapt
well to his new environment. His
rebellious nature often brought
negative consequences, not just
to him but to all the boys in his
bungalow. Needless to say, he was not popular. After
running away and being returned a few times, though,
he began to settle down. A staff member took him under
his wing, and things took a turn for the better.
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By the time he left the school at age 16, he was a
member of the Boys Council and a role model for the
younger boys. Later he said that the experience changed
his life and probably saved him from years in jail.
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Wanderlust
McQueen joined his mother again
in 1946, this time in New York City,
and, again, the arrangement was
short lived. The 16-year-old joined
the Merchant Marines and sailed to the Dominican
Republic on the SS Alpha.
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The next year, he joined the U.S. Marine Corps, where
he spent his share of time in the brig. In later years,
McQueen said, “I was busted back down to private
about seven times. The only way I could have been
made corporal was if all the other privates in the
Marines dropped dead.”
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McQueen was discharged
from the Marines in 1950 and
wandered back to New York
City. He hung out in Greenwich
Village, taking temporary jobs.
A girlfriend suggested he study acting. In 1951, with
the help of the G.I. Bill, he enrolled in classes at the
Neighborhood Playhouse.
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Intermission
• How important is family? McQueen once said, “When

a kid didn’t have any love when he was small, he begins
to wonder if he’s good enough. You know if my mother
didn’t love me, and I didn’t have a father, I mean, well, I
guess I’m not very good.” How do you think McQueen’s
relationship (or lack of one) with his parents affected
him? Please share with the group.
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Intermission
• At times in his life, McQueen seemed to wander

aimlessly. Yet, he often said that his time in the Boys
Republic and in the Marines gave him discipline.

• Are you a rule breaker? Are there some rules that

should be broken? Are there some that should always be
followed? Please discuss with the group.
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Actor, Star
In 1952, McQueen won a scholarship to
study acting at the Uta Hagen-Herbert
Berghof School (pictured). Three
years later, he was one of only two new
students accepted to the prestigious
Actors Studio, where he studied with
Lee Strasberg. That same year, he got a
small part in Somebody Up There Likes
Me, starring Paul Newman.
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The year 1958 brought McQueen his first
taste of stardom on both the big screen
and on television. He played the lead
role in the sci-fi cult classic feature film
The Blob. After that, he was picked to
play bounty hunter Josh Randall in the
television show Wanted—Dead or Alive (pictured). The
western series became a big hit and garnered McQueen
more attention from Hollywood.
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He rounded out the 1950s with a starring role in
The Great St. Louis Bank Robbery (pictured) and an
appearance in Never So Few, which stars Frank Sinatra.
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The 1960s
In 1960, McQueen had a small part in The Magnificent
Seven, with Yul Brynner and Charles Bronson. The young
star received attention for hijacking scenes from bigger stars,
especially Brynner. In almost
every scene the two had together,
McQueen made sure he was doing
any little thing—adjusting his hat or
his gun belt or shading his eyes—to
pull people’s gaze to himself.
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Gaining popularity at the box office,
McQueen scored top billing in the
1963 WWII film The Great Escape.
Starring as Hilts, the Cooler King,
McQueen showed off his skills on
a motorcycle, exhibited his coolest
persona yet, and established himself
as a bona fide movie star. The movie
was a smash hit.
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More hits followed, including The Cincinnati Kid (1965),
Nevada Smith (1966), and The Sand Pebbles (1966).
He followed these up in 1968 with The Thomas Crown
Affair, a romantic crime caper co-starring Faye Dunaway.
That same year he starred in Bullitt, in a role that many
consider his signature role. McQueen’s character—a
reticent, maverick detective—and one of cinema’s most
famous car chases made the film a mega-hit.
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The 1970s
McQueen’s next film, Le Mans (1971), also tapped into his
love of car racing, but it had only limited success. The star
returned to more popular themes. He played the title role in
Junior Bonner, a family drama about a down-and-out rodeo
rider, and then in The Getaway, an action drama
about a bank robbery, which co-starred his second
wife, Ali MacGraw (pictured). The following year,
he played a convict persistently trying to escape
his South American prison in Papillon.
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Then came disaster films, and
The Towering Inferno (1974)
is still considered one of the
best. McQueen starred as
San Francisco fire chief Mike
O’Halloran, fighting an inferno
in a 138-story skyscraper. The film was a monster hit;
however, it was McQueen’s last for four years. Battling
alcohol and drug abuse, McQueen was seen more often in
tabloids than in public or onscreen.
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The 1980s
McQueen returned to the screen and appeared in two
films in 1980. In the first, Tom Horn, he played a former
army scout hunting down rustlers. In the next one, The
Hunter, he returned to a role that had helped make him
a star. This time he played real-life bounty hunter Ralph
Thorson. These two films were his last.
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Intermission
• What is your first thought when you hear the name

Steve McQueen? Do you think of a taciturn Mr. Cool, a
rebellious maverick, a lost soul, or a big star?

• What is your favorite Steve McQueen film? What do you

like most about it?
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Intermission
• During filming, McQueen would often demand extra

electric razors, dozens of pairs of jeans, and other items.
This gave him a reputation for being cheap. However,
it later came out that he was delivering these items to
boys at the reform school where he had spent time in
his youth. What does this tell you about his personal
character? How important is giving back?
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Later Life and Death
In 1978, McQueen had developed
a cough that would not go away.
He quit smoking and underwent a
few rounds of antibiotics, but his
condition only worsened. After
he finished work on The Hunter,
he was diagnosed with pleural
mesothelioma, a lung cancer
associated with asbestos exposure.
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At one time, it was thought the fireprotective suits he wore while racing
cars were the culprit. However, the
suits that McQueen wore were not
made of asbestos. The more likely
exposure came during McQueen’s
time in the Marines, when he worked
on a crew removing asbestos from
pipes in a ship.
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By February 1980, there was widespread metastasis, and
doctors told McQueen there was nothing more they
could do. In July, he moved temporarily to Rosarito
Beach, Mexico, for a non-traditional treatment that was
banned in the United States.
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A hopeful McQueen returned to the United States
in October 1980. However, he soon developed large
tumors in his abdomen. In late October, he traveled
to Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico, for surgery to
remove a tumor on his liver. His heart was not strong
enough to withstand the stress, and he passed away on
November 7. He was just 50 years old. He was cremated,
and his ashes were scattered over the Pacific Ocean.
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Forty years after his death,
McQueen is still considered
one of the biggest stars to ever
grace Hollywood. Ali MacGraw
once described her ex-husband
as a “combination of farm boy
and street tough.” That mixture helped him leave a
unique and lasting impression on the big screen. He is
still the King of Cool.
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Intermission
• McQueen had nicknames besides the King of Cool,
including Bandito, Mac, and McQ. Do you have a nickname?
How did you get it? Do people call you that today?
• What is your opinion about non-traditional medicine? Some
approaches once considered unconventional here, such as
acupuncture and Ayurveda, are more acceptable and widely
used today. Have you tried any “unconventional” medical
treatments? Share with the group and give your reviews.
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Steve McQueen Quotes
• In my own mind, I’m not sure that acting is

something for a grown man to be doing.

• If I hadn’t made it as an actor, I might have wound

up a hood.

• I live for myself and I answer to nobody.
• Stardom equals freedom. It’s the only equation

that matters.
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• I just want the pine trees and my kids and the

green grass. I want to get rich and fat and watch my
children grow.

• Stardom equals financial success, and financial

success equals security. I’ve spent too much of my life
feeling insecure.
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• An actor is a puppet, manipulated by a dozen other

people. Auto racing has dignity. But you need the
same absolute concentration. You have to reach inside
yourself and bring forth a lot of broken glass.

• When I did The Great Escape, I kept thinking, if they

were making a movie of my life, that’s what they’d call
it—the great escape.
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• I’m not sure whether I’m an actor who races or a

racer who acts.

• You only go around once in life and I’m going to

grab a handful of it.

• [his last words] I did it.
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Intermission
• Choose one McQueen quote and tell the group how

it speaks to you. Do you agree or disagree with the
sentiment?

• Is there a part of your life you would like to relive in some

way? Is there something you miss that you would like to
do one more time? Share with the group.
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